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Will exterior shading allow occupants to keep
windows open without sacrificing comfort ?
 
Can alternative smart office lighting increase
building performance?
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Design Recommendations 

                                                    Math Building Problem Areas
 
Lack of windows and opportunity for natural lighting despite the
building towering over its surroundings.
 
Inefficient placement of overhead light fixtures throughout the building
interior. Areas that are unused and illuminated during the day naturally
have lights on with no switches available for occupant control.
 
Interior office spaces and classrooms all rely on overhead
electrical lighting during the day, poor window design causes thermal
and visual discomfort if window blinds are left open.

Office Smart Lighting Implementation
 
Cheng, Yusi
 
The experimental results show that the
proposed smart lighting systemcan realize
occupancy-driven and daylight harvesting
lighting control and reduce energy
consumption in practical environments
 
Relative energy saving of the proposed
system is about 45% compared to the normal
lighting system. The energy savings are
achieved by dimming the LEDs down to a
10% level when no occupant is detected
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Exterior Shading Application
 
Kim, Gon
 
If shading devices are installed on the
exterior of the building, they are able to
block solar radiation effectively

 before it passes through the
fenestration glazing.
 
Exterior shading devices show the most
efficient performance in the cooling
season; for example, a slat angle of 0◦
demonstrates 70% of energy saving.
 
Any kind of shading device is lower than
the lowest value of cooling load with
the conventional blind system. It is
clear that the external shading device
is much more effective than the
internal device

Recommended Design Strategies to the
University of Arizona Mathematics Building

LEED Shortfalls 
 
Energy & Atmosphere Category
 

Optimize Energy Performance (18pts)
Renewable Energy (5 pts)

 
Indoor Environmental Quality

Indoor Quality Assessment (2 pts)
Acoustic Performance (1 pt)
Interior Lighting (2pts)

Research Questions

Currently, the
Building sector
consumes over

Through site visits and conducting an indicative post occupancy
evaluation, it is evident that there are easy alternatives to improve
energy efficiency and building performance in the Mathematics
building without the need for major costly renovations.
 

The first area of improvement is to the inefficient electric
overhead lighting in the building. Lights remain on throughout
the day regardless of natural daylight illumination levels or
amount of occupants. Adding an automatic light control
mechanism set to pre determined illumination levels from
outside light sources and activity within the area would result in
efficient lighting use without negatively impacting students or
faculty in the common space.

 
Exterior window overhangs will allow illumination in classrooms
and office spaces without the need for blinds while restricting
direct glare, sunlight and uncomfortable thermal gain 

Smart lighting implementation in common spaces and
offices to take maximum advantage of natural lighting
and occupant interaction to minimize electric loads
throughout the days when necessary.

Increase natural daylighting opportunities throughout the building to
reduce electric lighting demand, effective exterior shading to allow natural
daylight during work day and reduce need for artificial lighting


